The present article provides a detailed description of the corpus of Early Modern Multiloquent Authors (EMMA) 
Introduction
The English language is blessed with an unusually rich array of language corpora. A key objective of corpus compilation is to be able to examine language in a naturalistic setting, under the assumption that empirical observation is key to the understanding of any naturally occurring phenomenon. Collecting naturalis-tic data is far from trivial, however. Corpus linguists have often pointed out that representativeness is a problematic concept not just theoretically, but also in its implementation. Most corpora contain an overrepresentation of written data or more formal registers than the bulk of language use. A key characteristic of the empirical reality of language that has been less explicitly discussed in corpus research is the observation that language only exists through its users. Usagebased linguistics assumes that language users build up a grammar in their minds by combining general innate cognitive abilities with rich input from outside. These individual grammars emerge in the language acquisition stage but, to the extent that language can be seen as a complex adaptive system (Steels 2000; Beckner et al. 2009; Bybee 2010; Ellis 2011; Van de Velde 2014; Schmid forthcoming) , it is also likely that language users continue to fine-tune their grammars beyond childhood, and across the lifespan. This individual dimension of grammar interacts with a socially defined one. Individuals create representations of what they think is the norm within a particular social context (various such norms may co-exist), and try to emulate this norm. Even so, as language is a very complex phenomenon, it is very likely that considerable differences in cognitive representation continue to exist between individual language users. While some of these are not much more than idiosyncrasies, some differences may also be recurrent across certain dimensions. Some of these dimensions, such as generation cohorts (Sankoff 2005) , communities of practice (Eckert 2000: 34-41 ; Kopaczyk and Jucker 2013), or age grading (Wagner 2012) , have been captured by sociolinguistics. Others may be a mixture of social and cognitive factors, such as the impact of education on the processing of syntactic structures (Dąbrowska and Street 2006; Dąbrowska 2015) , or are presumably predominantly cognitive, such as the decrease in d/t-deletion in past tense endings over the lifespan observed by Guy and Boyd (1990) . Obviously, these recurrent factors, which depend on groups of individuals, will determine in key respects the properties of language at the aggregate level of a speech community. To better understand how the underlying dynamics of language act and react to the intersubjective reality of language use, then, we should take into account this individual dimension to the fullest in corpus research no less than in, for instance, experimental research. The purpose of this paper is to present a newly compiled corpus, Early Modern Multiloquent Authors (EMMA), and to show how this corpus specifically meets these needs. Existing corpora of Early Modern English are varied in scope and size. Specialized corpora are rigorously compiled and representative of specific language uses, but generally small. Examples include the corpora of Early Modern Correspondence (e.g. PCEEC; Nurmi et al. 2006) , English Dialogues (CED; cf. Kytö and Walker 2006) , and Early Modern English Medical Texts (EMEMT; Taavitsainen et al. 2010) . Well-established multi-purpose corpora, such as the PPCEME (Kroch, Santorini and Delfs 2004) , the Helsinki Corpus (Rissanen et al. 1991) and ARCHER (cf. Yáñez-Bouza 2011) , approach a high degree of balance but are also relatively small in size. Extensive digitalization projects such as Early English Books Online (EEBO) and Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) provide digitized editions of writings by all British authors between 1470 and 1800. Yet they are unstructured databases rather than real corpora.
The EMMA corpus fills a gap by being a large-scale specialized corpus that allows for the in-depth analysis of individuals' language use against the backdrop of community-level usage. EMMA is of course not the first corpus that is set up with individuals in mind. Within language acquisition, the CHILDES corpus is another great resource of individual data of parent-child interactions. However, when it comes to rich data from adult language users, existing resources show clear limitations. Spoken corpora sometimes include some sociological and sociolinguistic information on the participants, but such information is generally fairly limited, not rarely to conform to privacy and data protection requirements. Historical sociolinguists have compiled several excellent corpora based on ego-documents (mostly letters), for instance, the Parsed Corpus of Early English Correspondence (Nurmi et al. 2006 ) and its 18 th -century extension CEECE (cf. Nevalainen et al. n.d.) . These corpora do include rich metadata about their authors. The most important drawback of these corpora is that they are generally fairly restricted in size.
EMMA (Early Modern Multiloquent Authors) is a sample of 50 of the most prolific -or 'Multiloquent' -English writers born in the 17 th century, the majority of them intellectuals belonging to the London society. The compilation of EMMA forms part of the ERC-funded research project Mind-Bending Grammars. The corpus is designed specifically for the quantitative study of syntactic change across the lifespan of individual language users from various perspectives, including cognitive dynamics of linguistic knowledge, historical sociolinguistics and intragenerational versus intergenerational change. Using the corpus, the project wants to investigate the extent to which innovation and change is possible across the lifespan in the domain of syntax. Major goals include (i) to fundamentally advance the debate on how different intragenerational change is from intergenerational change; (ii) to determine to what extent syntactic changes co-evolve; (iii) how social and cognitive factors interact. While compiled for syntactic research, the corpus lends itself well to all kinds of linguistic research that benefits from the individual perspective. The following sections will explain EMMA's design features (Section 2), its formatting and compilation procedure (Section 3), and how it was enriched with metadata (Section 4), as well as illustrate the opportunities EMMA offers by means of two small case studies and an overview of the scholarship already based on EMMA (Section 5). Section 6 briefly describes plans for future improvements. Finally, EMMA is a corpus that has been released under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License, and is freely available. Details on availability are provided in Section 7.
2
Overall structure and selection criteria
The EMMA corpus is a large-scale specialized corpus that comprises the writings of 50 carefully selected authors across five generations. At the individual level we looked for authors who met three primary criteria related to balance and representativeness. The ideal candidate would fulfil all of these, but in practice not many individuals were a perfect match. In general, we strove for an optimal balance between them. In discussing each criterion we explain what form this balance has assumed in the final corpus.
Criterion 1:
The authors produced a large body of work comprising at least 500,000 words. We defined 'work' very broadly as all writings that have survived, ranging from personal letters over pamphlets to plays and scholarly treatises. The size of individual oeuvres was estimated on the basis of provisional word counts of all digitized texts in EEBO-TCP (Phase I and Phase II), ECCO-TCP and Evans-TCP (see also Section 3), as well as inferred from the number of pages (taking a conservative 250 words/page as guideline) of volumes included in ECCO. The average author in our final selection has an oeuvre of about 1.6 million words (disregarding one outlier, Richard Baxter, who alone has 10.5 million). A few of them did not actually reach the 500,000 word target, as the original estimates on which the author selection was based went down after the identification of duplicates, non-authorial material and foreign language passages. Because of this, John Crowne, Joseph Addison and Benjamin Hoadly ended up slightly below the target. In the case of John Harris, we decided to exclude (except for the preface) his Lexicon technicum, or, An Universal English Dictionary of Arts and Sciences (1704) . While this is his most famous work, the fact that it is a dictionary marks it as an unsuitable outlier in comparison with his own writings as well as the writings of his peers. Its size also disrupts the even distribution of work, as it is several times larger in itself than the rest of his oeuvre. While a sample might still have been included, the work involved in transcription and identification of lemmas authored exclusively by him made us decide against this, given the budgetary restrictions we had. The result is that John Harris's oeuvre is rather small (222,000 words). Another author's subcorpus, that of Samuel Clarke, is with 237,000 words in a similar situation. In this case, plenty more is available as dirty OCR, but budgetary limitations prevented us from correcting more. The expansion of these lesser represented authors is an important objective of a future release of EMMA.
Criterion 2: The authors' work is relatively evenly distributed across a long career. Assessments were based on the available texts in our sources, in combination with information from biographical and bibliographical resources (cf. Section 4). We consider an author's career to start, pragmatically, with the text with the earliest text date in our corpus and stop with the last text date. It is possible that some authors had their debut earlier and went on longer, but if these data are not in our corpus, this information is not taken into account. The average length of our authors' active careers is 38 years (sample standard deviation = 11.1 years). Only three authors have an active career of less than 20 years. These are Margaret Cavendish (15 years), George Swinnock (16), and Aphra Behn (19). Increase Mather was active the longest, with his debut on his 21 st birthday, and his last work being published 63 years later, in the year he died, at the age of 84. Debut ages range between 18 (George Whitehead) and 34 (four authors), with an average of 26 (sample standard deviation = 4.2 years).
Criterion 3: The authors show a demonstrable link to London society. While this is still a fairly heterogeneous group, and London was becoming more fragmented in the course of the 17 th century, London citizens have been shown to display a higher number of weak ties as compared to people outside the metropolitan, and to a certain degree a shared London identity may be assumed (Archer 2000 , Nevalainen 2015 . Thirty-seven authors spent a considerable amount of time in London, on average 54 percent of their lives (sample standard deviation = 20%). This average would be even higher if their youth is disregarded. Colley Cibber leads this group, as he only spent five years out of his long life (86 years) outside London. The remaining thirteen authors are not strongly connected socially or geographically to London. Seven of them spent most of their lives in smaller cities or towns in England: John Flavell (Dartmouth as well as other places in Devon), George Swinnock (Maidstone, Great Kimble), Henry More (Cambridge), Daniel Whitby (Salisbury), Thomas Pierce (Oxford and Salisbury), John Bunyan (Bedford), Peter Heylyn (various places in Oxfordshire and Hampshire). Jeremy Taylor was born in Cambridge, but was a cleric in Wales and Ireland for most of his life. Roger Boyle and Jonathan Swift are somewhat connected to London in that they lived there five and six years respectively, but both spent the majority of their lives in Ireland. Increase and Cotton Mather lived (mostly) in New England (Boston). Finally, Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, spent a large part of her life in exile on the European continent because of the Civil War. Despite their weaker ties to the London society, these authors have been included in the corpus, as they may still serve as a control group when looking at the spread of linguistic changes through the London-based social networks of the time.
While the three selection criteria listed above pertain to the life and oeuvre of the writers individually, we also paid attention to the relations between the authors in our sample. Many of them exhibit social, political, and stylistic connections to other individuals in the selection. The connections are typically close-knit, i.e. dense and multiplex (Milroy and Milroy 1992: 5) , involving multiple communities of practice. The largest community is probably that of religious leaders, such as Richard Baxter, Gilbert Burnet, and John Tillotson, who were in continuous debate about the desired direction of the English church, a heated topic closely intertwined with national politics ever since the Church of England separated from the Roman Catholic Church in 1534. Another large community was that of playwrights and literary authors, such as John Milton, John Dryden, Richard Steele, and Jonathan Swift. These two communities were in turn closely connected because they moved in similar social circles. Several of them for instance got to know each other at university, as most had an Oxbridge degree. Another obvious connection was the Court. Three of the playwrights in our corpus (William Davenant, John Dryden, and Colley Cibber) became members of the royal household when appointed as Poet Laureates. As many as ten religious authors in EMMA were at some point royal chaplains, and in a similar position. That the two groups talked to each other is for example evidenced in John Dryden referring to John Tillotson as his 'judicious and learned Friend' (in the preface to his Religio laici, 1682; cf. Rivers 2004) . Smaller communities include that of the Quakers (within our corpus included are George Fox, founder, William Penn, who brought Quakerism to the US, and George Whitehead), or the Royal Society (cf. Gotti 2013; active members in EMMA include Henry More, Robert Boyle, John Tillotson, Gilbert Burnet, John Harris, and Samuel Clarke; people who attended meetings at some point include John Dryden, Margaret Cavendish, Nathaniel Crouch, and William Whiston; Cotton Mather was corresponding member). A more detailed visualization of the social network connections is provided in Section 4.3.
At the level of the author selection as a whole, we valued a distribution across different professions. Each generation includes two playwrights 1 , four clerics, one historian, and one scientist (including a mathematician and a doctor). Table 1 gives an overview of the authors in the EMMA corpus, their profes-sions and their respective word counts (EM represents a sample of EMMA, see below). Figure 1 visualizes the lifespans of the authors and their active careers. Depending on the object one wishes to study, EMMA's unprecedented size may mean that a selection of the corpus will have to be used, as the case study might be too frequent to be examined exhaustively. One such case is presented in Anthonissen (ms.) . For the purposes of that study, a principled selection of the available texts in EMMA was made, resulting in a 17-million-word sample (about 1/5 of EMMA's full size). Each author's active writing career was divided into five-year periods (starting from the earliest text) and for each period a sample of ca. 50,000 words was compiled, whenever possible consisting of a couple of texts across those five years rather than one large text. 2 Across periods, we aimed for a relatively constant genre distribution. This sample of EMMA, called EM for EMMA Medium, is fully compatible with EMMA (indices of the data points are co-referential) and can be used as a stand-alone corpus. Despite being more limited in scope, EM has the benefit of providing a more evenly distributed data set across individuals and periods (EMMA's goal, by contrast, was to include all available material per author and period). Because of this setup, EM lends itself well to the study of high-and mid-frequency phenomena. The EM corpus will become available with the second release of EMMA. The EM word counts are included in Table 1 for future reference.
Sources, formatting and markup
The texts in EMMA come from various sources (see references for details). The majority of texts was collected from the various clean text databases transcribed by the Text Creation Partnership (TCP), as well as from Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) 3 . The TCP text databases are EEBO-TCP (Phase I and Phase II) 4 , ECCO-TCP, and Evans-TCP. Apart from ECCO-TCP, a couple of hundreds of texts were additionally retrieved from ECCO. Unlike the TCP selection, these texts were only available as uncorrected OCR. The noisy OCR was manually corrected with the correction tool provided by 18th Connect (18thconnect.org). In addition to these major sources, a considerable number of texts were retrieved from various sources in the public domain. These include mainly Project Gutenberg (43 texts) as well as 30 more texts from twenty different web sources. The source of every text file is included in the general metadata sheet that is packaged with the corpus (cf. Section 4.1).
To ensure mutual compatibility, we converted the texts from various sources to a unified format. All texts encoded in Unicode UTF-8, and come in an XML format. 5 We maintained a minimal implementation of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI5) 6 , preserving all tags that might contain linguistically relevant information, such as text structuring tags (front, body, back) and highlight tags. Rich metadata for the corpus are stored as XML-headers within the corpus files. Illegible characters and words were dealt with as follows: the at-sign stands for a missing word and underscores are used to mark illegible characters (e.g.
T_ing_ for Things).
All texts in the corpus have undergone two stages of automatic processing. The first stage involves tokenization, which was performed by means of an existing OpenNLP tokenizer (Apache Open NLP 2017) that we trained on the early modern section of the PENN-Parsed corpora (i.e. the PPCEME). This generally resulted in correct identification of tokens. The two major types of errors that occur relate to hyphenated compounds and apostrophes. Hyphenated compounds have sometimes been split up, when the training set did not contain compounds that were similar. In such cases, the hyphen ended up being treated as a separate token. A similar problem sometimes occurs with apostrophes. The tokenizer did for example not always correctly distinguish 's between a genitive marker (in which case it belongs to the preceding token) and the contracted form of be (in which case it is more likely considered a separate token). More generally, contracted forms of auxiliaries and the copula are more often merged with the preceding token than not (so <w>I'll</w> rather than <w>I</w> <w>'ll</w> -but both occur). These issues should be taken into account when querying the corpus.
The second automatic preprocessing stage deals with in-text language identification. On a macro-level, texts written in other languages than English have not been included in the corpus. On a micro-level, however, the corpus does contain some traces of code-switching. The most frequent foreign languages are Latin and French, and affected passages vary in size, ranging from (a part of) a sentence to entire paragraphs. In addition, the use of foreign languages varies considerably between the selected authors. This is troublesome, as it distorts the word count per author, affecting both relative and normalized frequencies. Although the accurate detection of foreign language spans in running text is not a trivial task, we have developed a language detection tool that tags the relevant passages in the corpus and as such provided us with estimates of the number of French and Latin words in each text. The tagging algorithm uses the log-likelihood probabilities of character trigrams in the various languages to create generative language models. In other words, for each sequence of three characters the algorithm has computed in advance an estimate of how likely such a sequence is to occur in either English, French, or Latin. At prediction time, it retrieves sufficiently long sequences (more than 10 words) that are significantly more likely to have been generated by the French or Latin language model than the English one and tags them accordingly. These estimates are included in the metadata file, where they are subtracted from the raw word count. We opted for the tenword threshold for pragmatic reasons. While tagging shorter passages did improve recall, it also yielded a lot of false positives (for instance words that exist both in English and French), which was detrimental to the algorithm's precision. As our main aim was to correct the word counts (as opposed to making the corpus suitable for code-switching research), we prioritized precision over recall and decided to invest in the accurate detection of longer sequences, at the risk of missing out on shorter ones.
Along with the corpus, we developed a custom interface that allows users to collaboratively query the corpus and annotate the hits. We released the interface as the open source package CosyCat (Collaborative Synchronized Corpus Analysis Toolkit) on GitHub (github.com/emanjavacas/cosycat), but the software is currently in alpha. CosyCat is naturally compatible with EMMA, but can also be used to query other corpora indexed by BlackLab 7 (de Does et al. 2017) , or also, with minimal modification, corpora indexed by CWB/CQP (Evert and Hardie 2011) . A fuller description of CosyCat is provided in Manjavacas and Petré (2017) .
Metadata

Text metadata
Each text comes with a range of metadata. A metadata Excel sheet is packaged with the download of the corpus (for which see Section 7). This sheet provides information on EMMA corpus files and their respective source files. Columns A-T contain information concerning the corpus files, including text ID, author ID, title of the (main text), word counts, text date and genre classification. Columns V-Z list metadata retrieved from the source file (e.g. from EEBO and ECCO) and column U specifies whether the source file is open access. Apart from the word counts, text-specific metadata are also stored in the XML <header> element in EMMA's corpus files. Most of the information was automatically retrieved from the EEBO and ECCO databases and is retained under the <sourceFile> element. However, great care has been taken in verifying and complementing the metadata, especially date and authorship. We have also added a primary genre classification. We used XPaths to extract parts of texts that should either be retained or excluded in the author corpora, thus using text (rather than the printed volume) as the basic unit of our corpus. Metadata added by the Mind-Bending Grammars team are attached to the header under <corpusFile>.
The verification of metadata has been carried out along a number of dimensions. First, publication dates of the digital text's metadata were verified. This was done by looking for first prints in the entire EEBO database (including scans for which no transcription exists) as well as the English Short Title Catalogue 8 to see if an earlier edition was extant. For plays the date of the first performance was generally selected as corpus text date, as it was not uncommon for plays to be published only years later. Second, a first set of duplicates was automatically identified by means of SpotSigs, a robust algorithm for the identification of near-duplicates (Theobald et al. 2008 ). This automated procedure was complemented with a manual search for duplicates after compilation, on the basis of an inspection of the context around occurrences of a selection of midfrequent patterns. This way it was also possible to identify partial duplicates, such as sermons that were printed both separately and as part of a collection. At the level of individual texts, several measures were taken to identify and extract parts with specific metalinguistic requirements, including the identification of non-authorial material. First, texts were split up into body, front and back, where front and back were generally ignored as they contain tables of contents, advertisements, indices, and the like, which we did not want to include as running text. Second, collections and volumes were scrutinized because they commonly lump together texts from various authors and various genres. We assigned XPaths to uniquely identify and extract those bits written by authors in our selection. The same procedure was used to assign specific genre labels.
By way of illustration of how all of this corrected information is represented in our corpus, Figure 2 shows the XML header of the work entitled "Certain letters of Henry Jeanes minister of Gods word …". In <sourceFile>, which refers to the original file in EEBO, the author is indicated as Henry Jeanes. However, one particular letter in this volume is written by one of our authors, Jeremy Taylor, as can be inferred from the signature in Figure 3 . The letter also has a dateline (1657), which deviates from the publication date in the source file (1660). The <corpusFile> therefore lists 1657 as the correct date and specifies that the date was taken from a dateline. The letter was extracted by means of XPaths, so that of this volume only Jeremy Taylor's letter is retained in Taylor's corpus. As the dating of texts is crucial for the purpose of a corpus that allows lifespan research, efforts were also made to integrate information from various primary and secondary sources to ascertain a correct assessment of dating. For instance, Margaret Cavendish was first not selected for inclusion in the corpus, because of dating issues relating to her two major published collections of plays. Initially it was not clear to us whether these collections brought together plays from various periods in her career, themselves undated (none of them were ever performed). This would make inclusion of these works problematic. However, based on circumstantial evidence kindly provided to us by James Fitzmaurice, we were satisfied that these collections had actually been created in a concentrated writing effort shortly before publication, as the following quote from Cavendish testifies: 
Genre classification
Another type of contextual enrichment is genre classification. Genre balance in itself was not a primary criterion, but the corpus contains considerable amounts of text from a wide range of genres that were common in the 17 th century. The following are represented by at least 50,000 words in every generation: biography, conference, drama, hymns and psalms, legal texts, letters, footnotes, poetry, prayers, scientific texts, sermons, songs, and speeches. The current classification is inspired by the systems used in the ARCHER and Helsinki corpora, and has been double-checked by comparison with an automatic genre classification tool. 9 The classification is still preliminary, and at times remains underspecified. Further revision is planned for a future release. In what follows, we discuss the principles that underlie the current classification.
Genre classification was carried out on three levels (cf. Table 2 ). The most basic, formal level of distinction is text form, where we distinguish between prose and verse. Content-wise, a second level was assigned of prototypical text categories loosely inspired on a similar distinction used by the compilers of the Helsinki Corpus. We restricted this level to a broad three-way division into imaginative, non-imaginative and religious texts, grouping related genres in terms of topic and intended audience. Examples of the types of texts that were assigned to these categories can be found in Table 3 . The third and most finegrained classification is the label 'genre'. Here we distinguished between the predominant written genres in the period under investigation (see Table 4 ). Our goal was to provide EMMA users with a maximally informative label, which allows for an in-depth analysis of specific genres. This yields a rather substantial number of genre categories with many more subclassifications, yet we decided to keep the classification as fine-grained as possible since various genres may be easily lumped together in the data analysis stage if needed. 
Author metadata
In addition, a more extensive author metadata database is underway with rich biographical information on each author. This includes information on birth and death dates, birth place, social circles, political and religious orientation. It also includes quantifiable social network information and the mobility history of each author. The metadata database is currently in alpha. The database will be made publicly available together with a first revision of the corpus itself at the end of the Mind-Bending Grammars project in 2020.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how this metadata can be sensibly quantified. Both figures show the social network connections between the individuals in EMMA. The first visualizes live connections between the individuals, trying to provide an approximate answer to the question: how often did they meet each other in real life? The second visualizes the citation network of our individuals: how often did they cite each other? Of course these networks should not be considered as self-contained autonomous wholes. Rather they represent snapshots of larger networks (such as the literary scene, the community of clergymen, London), and should be interpreted in this light. Similar to the approach found in Bergs (2005: 55-70) and Sairio (2009) , we have assigned weights to network ties, but our approach differs in assigning tie strength in a more data-driven way. 10 counted the number of times any of the other individuals was mentioned in (i) their biography pages on Wikipedia and the Oxford National Dictionary of Biography 11 combined; (ii) their own written work in EMMA. For each mention it was decided what the kind of connection was. This decision was always informed by the context. For instance, from the following reference of Gilbert Burnet (312) to Richard Baxter (109), we can infer that they knew each other only from certain society meetings, but not at all closely. Hence Burnet's surprise that Baxter has witnessed against him in a fairly serious allegation of treason.
The Witnesses cited against me are first [...] and for the last, Mr. Baxter, I have had no Correspondence at all with him these two and Twenty Years; unless it was that once or twice I have met him by accident in [Visit] in a third place, and that once about six Years ago I went to discourse with him concerning a matter of History in which we differ'd; but as all our Conversation at that time was in the presence of some Witnesses so it was not at all relating to matters of State. (Burnet.
Six papers by Gilbert Burnet.)
Consequently, this mention is tagged as 'society'. Connection types were based on the kind of connections that were attested in our sources, and include (for example) (paper) friend, (paper) ally, (paper) opponent, classmate, colleague, professional collaboration, professional connection, family, Quaker, supporter/ supportee, admirer/admired, influencer/influenced, imitator, audience (context of preaching), reader, or reviser. We then ranked these types by assigning weights. This procedure was motivated by the likelihood of a misbalance between the frequency of mentions in our sources and the frequency of contact in reality. Family ties and friendships will generally be less reported on in the sources we have than, for instance, opponents, allies, or professional collaborators. To compensate for this, family and friend mentions received a weight of 2. Similarly, citations of admiration received a slightly higher weight of 1.25 than neutral citations (weight of 1), under the assumption that admiration triggers imitation. Indirect or distant mentions (e.g., someone repeating some rumour about someone else) received a weight of 0.75. These weights are currently assigned intuitively, but generally in line with the more sociologically informed study by Sairio (2009) .
After assigning these weights to each mention, the weighted numbers were then added up (for each of the categories 'live' and 'citation/paper mention'). The resulting number was normalized by dividing it by that individuals' corpus size and size of the biography. Finally, normalized numbers were divided into ten ranked bins. These ranks for each (directed) pair of individuals were then, finally, fed into the Force Atlas 2 algorithm available in the Gephi software package (Bastian et al. 2009 ).
Figure 4: Network of live social connections between EMMA informants Figure 5: Network of citation and mention connections between EMMA informants
The most obvious difference between the two networks is their density. This is partly the natural consequence of the fact that early and late generations often cannot have met, because they were never contemporaries (at least not as adults). Partly it may be the result of the lack of appropriate sources. While a citation network based on a near-exhaustive sample of published work can be expected to be fairly representative, live connections are harder to accurately cover with these resources. It would be interesting to add the information of their private unpublished correspondence, and in general a more principled methodology can be envisaged, but designing and implementing such a methodology would require a separate research project beyond our current scope.
Apart from the difference in density, there are also obvious parallels. In both networks the central figures are among the most influential leaders in their circles. Richard Baxter, John Tillotson, Edward Stillingfleet and Gilbert Burnet were the most important religious leaders in their time. John Dryden does credit to his reputation (the 17 th century is also commonly referred to as the age of Dryden). Other influential authors such as John Milton or Addison and Steele are also central, but less so, perhaps because they are born in the first and last but one generations, whereas Dryden is situated in the middle generation. Finally, while the citation network shows that all individuals in EMMA are interrelated on paper, the live network does not contain all our authors. Some authors, such as William Salmon (313), a doctor derided by colleagues as "the King of Quaks" (Hanson 2009: 118) , were apparently quite isolated from the social circles to which most of EMMA's authors belonged.
Research opportunities and examples
In this section we will briefly show the kind of research questions that can be tackled with EMMA. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 present two new small case studies. Section 5.3 provides a summary of research that has already been carried out with the help of EMMA.
Case study 1: Strong verbs
The first case study that we will use to illustrate the potential of EMMA is that of ablaut variation in strong verbs. We have analysed the ablaut choices in the past tense and participle (a or u) as made by nine of the authors 12 (from three generations) in EMMA for the verbs begin, cling, drink, fling, ring, sing, shrink, sink, sling, slink, spin, spring, stink, sting, string, swim, swing, wring . While a fair few of these no longer show variation in Present-Day English (Anderwald 2011) , in Early Modern English more of them still did, 13 so we included this wider range. Anderwald (2011) shows that from the 18 th century onwards prescriptive grammarians put much effort in promoting for many of these verbs a three-way distinction between present, past and participle, as in drink -drankdrunk. These efforts were essentially based on a (mistaken) Latin ideal, as Latin as a rule has distinct forms in past tense and participle. Anderwald (2011: 91) furthermore points out that "these verbs span frequency bands from the medium-frequent (drink, begin) to the quite rare (slink, spring)", and that the limited size of corpora makes it impossible to establish whether "standardization had already set in for these verb forms". She illustrates this for the past tense form drunk (rather than the more frequent drank), which only occurs once in the Helsinki Corpus outside Old English, and once in ARCHER 1, within the period 1700-1750 (Biber, Finegan and Atkinson 1994) . Therefore Anderwald starts her own analysis of the relation between prescriptivism and linguistic reality with an analysis of prescriptive grammars from the 19 th century, comparing this with current usage. She concludes that initially there is a strong attempt to force the three-way system onto most of the verbs at issue, but gradually prescriptive grammars show a little more tolerance towards u-forms in the past tense, arguably reflecting a persistent linguistic reality.
EMMA provides an excellent resource to dig deeper into some of the issues involved in the variation in strong verb inflections. First, the corpus size largely makes up for the medium or rare-frequency ranges of these verbs. Instead of the one example of past tense drunk in the Helsinki Corpus, the nine authors that we examined (constituting less than a fifth of EMMA) already yield twenty-seven instances of past tense drunk. To get robust results on an individual basis we still decided to aggregate most verbs, commenting on individual verbs where required. The exception is begin, which is far more frequent than the others, and most distinct, as all authors prefer a three-way ablaut distinction for this verb. One source of concern, which is less relevant when studying syntactic change, is the potential influence of typesetters, correctors, or publishers on spelling standardization (Howard-Hill 2006). While we do not deny this impact, ablaut is not generally mentioned among the categories that are being corrected in the 17 th century. Early modern errata lists also do not seem to contain ablaut corrections, even though concerns about a similar phenomenon such as number agreement led to plural was occasionally being changed into the 'correct' plural were (Lepo 2018: 60). The rather liberal, and therefore presumably faithful attitudes towards ablaut seem to be confirmed by the considerable amount of ablaut variation within single documents in EMMA. Variation is also consistently present across printers. For Benjamin Keach, for instance, we identified fifteen different printers, but there is no evidence that any of them skewed Keach's data in a specific direction.
A second advantage of EMMA is that the different backgrounds of the individuals allow us to investigate a bit closer the idea that the three-way-distinction is inspired by Latin grammar. While our period predates the surge of prescriptive grammars in the second half of the 18 th century, the authors of these grammars arguably share some essential background with our authors. Specifically, if these authors are really inspired by Latin, this means that they will have spent a great deal of time studying Latin, and considering the properties of their own language as well. While Latin was a subject of study in grammar schools, a more reflective study of the language as well as of English is likely to have occurred primarily at university. In renaissance Europe, a university degree largely boiled down to a thorough study of the classical languages and cultures. It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that early modern authors who took a university degree had much more opportunity to discern possible underlying parallelisms between English and Latin than other authors. The role of higher education in the linguistic behaviour of the informants in EMMA is also observed in another study by Standing and Petré (subm.) . In that study it is shown that only authors without a university degree show significant lifespan change in how they use clefts. This seems to suggest that authors with a university degree had already spent time on crystallizing their grammatical behaviour, not unlikely in the context of their university studies. In the current case of ablaut variation, the input of Latin may be expected to be even more specific. If it turns out that authors with a university degree make use of a three-way distinction more often than those without a degree, this would be an indication of how the prescriptive tradition emerged out of their language customs.
Figures 6 and 7 visualize the distribution of a and u-ablaut across preterite (vbd 14 ) and past participle (vbn) in our authors, grouped by generation. Figure 6 represents individuals with a university degree. Figure 6a (first row) shows the aggregate results for all verbs except begin. Figure 6b (second row) zooms in on begin. The Kendall tau-b rank correlation test was used to establish how much discordance there is between the generations, so as to assess any trends. As it turns out, informants with a university degree show a significant increase across the three generations in the use of the a-ablaut in the past tense at the cost of uablaut, towards a more categorical three-way system (type sing -sang -sung rather than sing -sung -sung). Judging by Figure 6b it appears that begin shows a categorical three-way distinction throughout. Begin, then, may have been a kind of model that was increasingly extended to other verbs. Figure 7 shows the ablaut distribution in authors without a university degree. Unlike the highly educated group, this second group does not show a steady increase of aablaut. Their use of a-ablaut is also consistently lower than that of the highly educated group. If anything, this group tends in the opposite direction, towards increased use of u. Indeed, while not significant for the aggregate group, there is a significant increase of u-ablaut in the past tense of begin. (tau-b=0.16; p=0.004; n=318); (6b) begin (tau-b=0.002; p=0.9; n=902) Figure 7: Authors without degree, by generation; (7a) all verbs except begin (taub=0.029; p=0.57; n=370); (7b) begin (tau-b=0.14; p<0.001; n=571) The apparent extension of the three-way distinction in the highly educated group rarely if ever occurred in a categorical fashion. Drink is a good example. Unlike most other verbs, where u-ablaut tends to dominate across the board, drink generally preferred a in both the past tense form and the participle. John Dryden and Jonathan Swift, authors known for their linguistic fastidiousness, reveal attempts at a three-way distinction but without complete success. Dryden uses 79 percent a in the past tense and 71 percent u in the participle (n=38). Swift, two generations later, appears to be near-categorical, with seven times a and no u in the past tense and two u-s against one a in the participle, with however only three instances in total. Two other highly educated authors, William Sherlock and William Wake, show a consistent two-way distinction, using a-ablaut for both past tense and participle. One cannot therefore really claim that the highlyeducated had a clear perception of the way they believed things should be. Nevertheless, their familiarity with languages such as Latin may have influenced their use of English, which displayed probabilistic influences that gradually crystallized into categorical distinctions. At the same time the informants without a degree continued to prefer u-ablaut in the past tense, and even show signs, in the verb begin, of extending u-ablaut across the board. It seems plausible that it was precisely this growing discrepancy between these two groups -a discrepancy which may have been even larger with non-writers -that turned this category of strong verb inflection into an index (in the sense of Eckert 2008) of learning (and any social associations that go with it), and as such fed an ever stronger prescriptive reflex in the 18 th century. Zooming in on lifespan change, among all nine authors only Benjamin Keach shows significant lifespan change. Figure 8 shows his ablaut choice in the past tense in the first and second halves of his career. While starting out with a low usage of a, Keach catches up on this later in life (chi-square pvalue=0.07). Such age-grading may in this case point to a continued effort by Keach to adapt to the language use of the educated elite. He even seems to overreach and fall victim to hypercorrection, as when he uses sank (twice) for instance, where most highly educated authors at that time generally have a twoway conjugation sink -sunk -sunk. Maybe Keach was motivated to increase his credibility as a serious author. Regardless, the observation that significant lifespan change only occurs with a writer who did not attend university further corroborates the findings in Standing and Petré (subm.) . 
Case study 2: -s/-th in the language of Margaret Cavendish
The second case study focuses on a single individual only and concerns the morphological variation in the third person singular between -s and -th. We selected this case study because it nicely illustrates a second important social factor besides the role played by education illustrated above. This factor is more demographic in nature and relates to the density of the network of native speakers in an individual's environment.
It has been shown repeatedly that members of larger communities (and therefore the larger communities themselves) evolve faster linguistically (Milroy and Milroy 1997; Nevalainen 2000; Trudgill 2011) . Nevalainen (2000) shows that specifically for English, London is at the forefront of most early modern innovations. Conversely, small communities with strong bonds tend to stick to their own local lects. Cavendish's use of -s and -th in the third person singular suggests that even a single language user may change radically when they shift communities. To examine this we analysed the choice of inflection in her work across time for the verbs advise, cause, close, concern, consist, feel, keep, laugh, pass, produce, promise, rise, seize, talk . These verbs were selected to cover a good range of mid-frequency verbs of which it may be assumed that they were shifting to -s at more or less similar rates. An equal amount of verbs ending and not ending in a sibilant is included, as this phonotactic property may have played a role in adoption rates of -s as well (see e.g. Walker 2017 ). Verbs such as do or have, which are known to stick to -th for an unusually long time (Nevalainen, Raumolin-Brunberg and Mannila 2011: 11) , have been deliberately excluded. Figure 9 shows the results. While in most of the years for which we have data Cavendish shows a clear preference for the incoming form in -s, the years 1655 and 1656 (and to a lesser extent 1662) stand out. In these years her published work shows a marked preference for -th. Why this marked difference? We believe her behaviour can be explained by looking into her biography more closely. Margaret Cavendish, née Lucas, married William Cavendish, Marquis (later Duke) of Newcastle in 1645 . There are two important facts about their marriage. First, the Duke of Newcastle was 31 years older than Margaret, and therefore belonged to a generation where the use of -th still prevailed. Second, they spent a good deal of their lives together in exile in France (Paris) and the Netherlands (Antwerp, Rotterdam). As a royalist, the Duke of Newcastle decided to leave England when Cromwell seized power during the Civil War. It was in Paris that he met Margaret and that they married. They then spent most years until 1660 -when the king was restored to the throne -in exile. While they will have had contact with other exiles, their primary source of exposure to English must have been each other. It is remarkable, then, that Margaret's use of -th peaks precisely in this period of isolation, and it seems likely that she accommodated her language to that of her husband. While her husband does not have a very large corpus in EEBO, it is indeed the case that in his publications he prefers -th throughout. The seemingly exceptional year 1653 further corroborates this hypothesis. Between the winter of 1651 and the summer of 1653 Margaret spent about eighteen months without her husband back in London. It is during this time she wrote and published the Philosophicall fancies and also Poems, and fancies, in both of which -s is predominant.
Figure 9: Cavendish's choice of inflection across the lifespan (n=848)
In sum, EMMA also provides the means to test how embeddedness in a community and shifts in such embeddedness impact on language behaviour. The relation between innovative behaviour and the urban environment of London has also been shown in a larger scale study based on EMMA by Van de Velde and Petré (2017) , on the grammaticalization of be going to INF.
Highlights of EMMA-based research so far
The above sections provided two small illustrations of how EMMA can be used to assess the impact of mainly social factors on language change taking fully into account the individual dimension. Besides these, various studies have made use of EMMA, either focusing on the interaction of cognitive and social factors, or zooming in further on the cognitive dimension. Within the first category, Van de Velde and Petré (2017) have shown how the grammaticalization of be going to INF is not only led by the London community, but individual users' position on the grammaticalization cline for this construction also turned out to strongly correlate with the age at which they came to live in London (if ever). Standing and Petré (subm. ) is a study of how the cleft construction is undergoing functional and structural shifts in Early Modern English, as reflected in EMMA authors. In addition to intergenerational incrementation (i.e. the advancement of change between generations, Labov 2007: 346) it was found that certain individuals without a university degree change their use of clefts significantly over the lifespan, going from more diffuse usage to a usage that is more focused on a preferred function.
The interaction between cognitive plasticity and social embeddedness is worked out in Petré and Van de Velde (2018) , a study on the early grammaticalization of be going to INF as reflected in EMMA. Evidence is accumulated that there is a difference between individuals who grew up before, during, and after the conventionalization of grammaticalized be going to INF. The first group adopts the novel construction only to a limited extent. The second (consisting of generations 2 and 3) has it from the start, but does not use it to the fullest initially, perhaps inhibited by social accommodation to the previous group. Some individuals within this group show significant growth in degree of grammaticalization over the lifespan. The third group has reached a ceiling and shows a maximal presence of the grammatical features of the construction at this stage. As a result they do not show any progress over the lifespan. Also taking be going to as a case study, Anthonissen and Petré (2019) have presented complementary evidence that (highly educated) monolingual speakers continue to participate in grammatical innovations across the lifespan (up to past the age of 60). People who adopt the innovation at a later age even show signs of reanalysing (rather than superficial pattern borrowing) their spatial schema of be going to INF into a more grammatical prospective future, in which be going is now analysed as an auxiliary. However, such reanalysis is increasingly constrained by pre-existing language habits in combination with the functional and/or formal distance between source and target construction.
Other studies concentrate on cognitive factors in constructional usage, such as their mutual association and changes within those associations within individuals. Standing, Strik and Petré (subm.) argue that intransitive and transitive uses of get with a complement (He got himself/me ready and he got ready) are inter-related in individuals' minds. They also provide statistical support for a similar association between clefts and extraposition. In the first generation of authors their frequencies correlate significantly. However, this correlation is markedly weaker in the second generation, suggesting that clefts are coming into their own, emancipating from the weight management function they shared with extraposition. Related work on functional shifts in syntactic constructions is found in Anthonissen (2019) , who shows how the two main functions of the NCI construction (he was said to be a thief) shift in relative frequency in individuals across their lifespan. Specifically those individuals who show lifespan change consistently shift towards higher use of the evidential function of the NCI, in line with what is going on at the communal level. It is important to note that these correlations and changes in them are not merely an aggregate phenomenon, but are shown in these studies to be recurrent in individuals from the same generation.
Finally, another set of studies concentrates on the link (or discrepancy) between individual and communal behaviour. Fonteyn and Nini (ms.) , for instance, make use of conditional inference trees to identify hierarchies in the factors that determine the choice between nominal and verbal gerunds. They show that behavioural clusters are found among traditionally described factors (such as the gerund's function as direct object or prepositional phrase), but that these are overruled by a distinction between two types of individuals that cannot be further interpreted in terms of the traditional syntactic-functional literature. They also observe and warn against the way in which the distribution at the aggregate level may in fact be obliterating and in contradiction with what happens at the individual levels. Similarly, in a study on the rise of the prepositional passive, Anthonissen (ms.) demonstrates that regularities and trends that arise at the aggregate level of language (e.g. a steady increase in normalized frequency) conceal the complexity and unpredictability found at the individual level. Intermediate levels of abstraction, whereby for instance age cohorts or group membership are taken into account, may also reveal systematicity that is not apparent in individual behaviour. Anthonissen (ms.) furthermore shows that the minority group that exhibits a lifespan increase in line with the communal trend is also the group of authors leading the change.
What most of these studies share is that EMMA enables them to quantify linguistic phenomena or features that are below the frequency range that can be studied on the basis of letters, which has been a major source for lifespan research so far (e.g., Raumolin-Brunberg 2009), and do so for more informants than with smaller-scale corpora (e.g., . Some studies, such as Fonteyn and Nini (ms.), examine high-frequency phenomena like the gerund, but benefit from EMMA's size to carry out multi-variate analyses on an individual basis to classify individuals in types. Similarly, the higher frequencies of features that signal ongoing renegotiation of form-meaning relations, as is the case with most syntactic change, provide a more solid basis to gain insight in the cognitive mechanisms underlying changing language behaviour (as in Anthonissen and Petré 2019).
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Future improvements
EMMA is currently available in its first release. Improvements and changes to the corpus will be accumulated in the future into occasional new releases, with their own version number. Care will be taken that the token indices of future versions are compatible with those of previous versions, so that it should be possible to largely automatically update any research databases based on EMMA. Future improvements are planned along two dimensions. First, while we have put much effort and time in the accuracy of the metadata of the EMMA-corpus, given the complexity of the undertaking, it is only natural that improvements can still be made here. One aspect we intend to further improve and complete is the genre classification. The category 'prose' for instance, is currently rather broad, and as such not particularly useful for discrimination. Apart from genre, corrections and additions to dating and authorship are being made whenever we come across the right information. In between versions, these updates will be occasionally added to EMMA's download page. When a new version comes out, they will be integrated in that version.
Second, we have concrete plans for the near future to implement spelling normalization on EMMA. Normalized spelling will be made available as XMLattributes to the token, which will retain its original spelling. Normalization will be carried out with the University of Lancaster's VARD-tool, 15 but the tool has been tuned to better suit our particular corpus data. Spelling normalization is especially useful for automated (NLP) applications, but traditional corpus linguistics will benefit from the normalization too, as it diminishes the need to adjust the queries to accommodate for a multitude of spelling variants. In a similar vein, the normalized corpus will also be POS-tagged by the Early Modern English POS-tagger of the MorphAdorner package (Burns 2013) .
Availability and contact information
A copy of the corpus can be requested at https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/ projects/mind-bending-grammars/emma-corpus/. After registration a download link will be provided. The majority of texts is currently already in the public domain. However, a minority (those from the source database EEBO Phase II) will only enter the public domain in 2020. During this transition, researchers from institutions with a subscription to EEBO-TCP Phase II can already download the complete EMMA corpus; an open access version without EEBO Phase II is available for those without subscription. The remainder of EMMA will be made available to all once the source texts have entered the public domain (around 2021). Table 5 provides contact details and general facts about EMMA. 
